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WHAT IS INDYMEDIA?
With autonomous chapters in more than
150 cities throughout the world, the
Independent Media Center is an interna-
tional network of volunteer media activists.

The IMC seeks to create a new media
ethic by providing progressive, in-depth
and accurate coverage of issues. We are
a community-based organization using
media to facilitate political and cultural
self-representation. We seek to analyze
issues affecting individuals, communities
and ecosystems by providing media tools
and space to those seeking to commu-
nicate. We espouse open dialogue and
placing the means of communication
and creativity back in the hands of the
people, away from the drive of profit.

The Indypendent is funded by benefits,
subscriptions, donations, grants and ads
from organizations and individuals with
similar missions.

WHAT CAN I DO TO GET INVOLVED?
The IMC has an open door. You can write
and distribute for The Indypendent, video-
tape events and rallies, update the web-
site, self-publish articles to the web,
take photos or just help us run the
office. As an organization relying on vol-
unteer support, we encourage all forms
of participation.

The print team reserves the right to edit
articles for length, content and clarity. We
welcome your participation in the entire
editorial process.

VOLUNTEER STAFF:
Chris Anderson, Kazembe Balagun,
Charlie Bass, Bennett Baumer, Betty
Benitez, Jed Brandt, Mike Burke, Jessie
Carpenter, Antrim Caskey, Susan Chenelle,
Orly Clergé, Ellen Davidson, Ryan
Dunsmuir, Sierra Freeman, Karen Fu,
Neela Ghoshal, Lauren Giambrone,
Antonio Golan, A.K. Gupta, Mary
Annaise Heglar, Irina Ivanova, Ruth
Kelton, Ula Kuras, Jessica Lee, Gary
Martin, Diane Mason, Edgar Mata, Yoni
Mishal, Nik Moore, Ana Nogueira,
Donald Paneth, Nicholas Powers,
Mauricio Quintero, Frank Reynoso,
Gabriel Riocabo, Ann M. Schneider,
Andrew Stern, John Tarleton, Xavier Tayo,
Erin Thompson, Liz Tillotson, Ben Tripp,
Matthew Wasserman, Steven Wishnia,
Amy Wolf and Jen Yuson  

NEW YORK CITY
INDEPENDENT
MEDIA CENTER

E-mail
imc-nyc-print@indymedia.org

Web
indypendent.org

NYC: nyc.indymedia.org
U.S.: us.indymedia.org
GLOBAL: indymedia.org

Mail
P.O. Box 1417 
NY, NY 10276

Phone
212-221-0521

DON’T FORGET THE CCNY STRIKE

In Jed Brandt’s timeline (Sept. 21) of the
original SDS, he fails to mention the
CCNY Student Strike that occurred on
April 22, 1969, which was a turning point
in the history of public higher education.
On that day, antiwar activists took over the
historic Harlem campus of CCNY,
demanding open admissions for minority
students, a greater emphasis on Black and
Women’s Studies, and expulsion of the
ROTC from campus. This event may not
be as famous as the Columbia University
strike, which happened exactly a year
before, but it too deserves to be remem-
bered. Not enough credit is given to pub-
lic universities in their contributions to
civil rights and campus activism. 

—SERGEY KADINSKY, 
CUNY-CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK

SAT OCT 14 
2pm • Free 
EVENT: ART PARTY FOR 11TH
NATIONAL 10/22 DAY OF PROTEST TO
STOP POLICE BRUTALITY,
REPRESSION & THE CRIMINALIZATION 
OF A GENERATION. Come create
placards, banners & other artwork. 
Project Reach, 1 Orchard St. 

866-235-7814 • oct22ny@yahoo.com 

october22-ny.org

SUN OCT 15 
3pm • Free 
CINEMAROSA PRESENTS THE 
PROGRAM “TRANSBODIES” 
a selection of works exploring 
identity & self through intimate
accounts of transgendered and 
gender-variant people. Featuring the
presentation of Almost Myself,
directed by Tom Murray, and 
Kaden, a short documentary
directed by Harriet Storm. 
Queens Museum of Art (Flushing

Meadows Corona Park) 

4pm • Free
PRE-SENTENCING RALLY FOR
LYNNE STEWART 
Riverside Church, 

Riverside Dr. & 121st St.

MON OCT 16 
8am •  Free 
COURT SUPPORT: LYNNE
STEWART'S SENTENCING 
At U.S. Courthouse
40 Foley Sq (4/5/6 to Brooklyn 
Bridge, J/M/Z to Chambers St, N/R/W
to City Hall) 
212-625-9696 • lynnestewart.org 

7 – 9pm • $10 
LECTURE AND SIGNING: AMERICA’S
WAR ON SEX: THE ATTACK ON LAW,
LUST AND LIBERTY. Sociologist Dr.
Marty Klein shares his discoveries
on the truths about sexuality and
examines today’s political head-
lines, challenging what he says is
political hypocrisy. 
Museum of Sex
233 Fifth Ave. (@ 27th Street)
212-689-6337
Space is limited, reservations 
recommended. 

TUE OCT 17 
4:30 – 6pm •  Free 
DISCUSSION: THE LINCOLN
COLLECTIVE GROUP founded in the
late 1960s & early 1970s, devoted
to revolutionizing health care deliv-
ery in the South Bronx. W/former
members Ollie Fein, Henry Kahn,
Fitzhugh Mullan, Harold Osborn. 
Cherkasky Auditorium, 
Montefiore Medical Center, Bx. 
socialmedicinerounds.org 

WED OCT 18 
7:30pm • Free, supper at 7pm for
$6 donation 
SPECIAL FILM SHOWING: 
UNION MAIDS
This documentary is a multiracial
portrait of three labor heroines of the
1930s union movement who make
history come alive. Open discussion
will focus on the leadership of
women in current union organizing.
Freedom Hall, 113 W. 128 St. 
212-222-0633 
nycradicalwomen@nyct.net

THU OCT 19 
7pm • Free 
DISCUSSION: “NICARAGUA: WATER,
SANITATION & REFORESTATION.”
Learn about success of El Porvenir
(nonprofit working w/sustainable
self-help projects) in enabling villages
to obtain clean water & sanitation. 
333 E. 79 St. Community Room 
off Main Lobby. Dan Reuman, 917-805-
7519, reumand@rockefeller.edu 

7pm • Free 
1ST ANNUAL DAVE DELLINGER LECTURE
(see ad on page 5 for details)

SAT OCT 21 
1pm • Free 
RALLY AT UNION SQUARE: NYC
IMMIGRANT RIGHTS ALLIANCE 
Protest for full immigrant rights. Help
bring the immigrant rights movement
back to the forefront. 
www.may1.info 
212-633-6646 

SUN OCT 22 
11am – 5pm • Free 
4TH ANNUAL BROOKLYN PEACE FAIR
Long Island University
1 University Plaza, at Flatbush & DeKalb
Aves. Sponsor: Brooklyn Parents for
Peace. peacefair@brooklynpeace.org 

TUE OCT 24 
6:30 – 8pm • Free 
DISCUSSION: “DO ABSTINENCE-
ONLY-UNTIL- MARRIAGE PROGRAMS
PROMOTE HIV STIGMA &
HOMOPHOBIA IN SCHOOLS?” 
W/Diana Bruce (AIDS Alliance for
Children, Youth & Families), 
Maxwell Ciardullo (Sexuality
Information & Education Council of
the US-SIECUS), Elizabeth Diaz
(Gay, Lesbian & Straight Education 
Network-GLSEN), Ann Northrup.
LGBT Community Center, 
208 W 13th St. 
sonny@champnetwork.org 

SAT OCT 28 
NATIONAL DAY OF ACTION
Locally coordinated antiwar
protests from coast to coast. 
Visit www.AnswerCoalition.org for
action times and locations.

8pm • $12 gen/$9 members sugg.
PHIL OCHS SONG NIGHT, Peoples'
Voice Cafe. 
The Workmen's Circle, 
45 E 33rd St. • 212-787-3903
peoplesvoicecafe.org 

ONGOING 
EVERY DAY 
5:30pm • Free 
DAILY VIGIL, RAIN OR SHINE, FOR
“U.S. OUT OF IRAQ/BRING THE
TROOPS HOME NOW.” Held every
day since 11/8/04, 1st night of
the attack on Fallujah. 
At Washington Sq. Park Arch, 
5th Ave. & Waverly Pl.
212-674-6377
Fallujahwitnessvigil@elgatito.com

EVERY TUESDAY
9pm • Free 
CARLITOS PROJECT, night of open
mic, poetry, short stories, music
jam & other free-style rap, lyrics
and sounds. Open to poets,
dancers, musicians, clowns,
comics, lovers, singers & soulful
types. All colors, heights, shapes, 
age, religions, languages 
welcomed. Signing up in advance is 
recommended. 
louis@artforchange.org 
Art for Change
1701 Lexington Ave. (at 106 St.) 
212-348-7044
artforchange.org 

OCT 1-OCT 29 
7:30pm • $25 
ARTS AT ST. ANN’S PRESENTS LES
FRERES CORBUSIER’S HELL
HOUSE. Demon-guided tours begin
every 15 minutes, advance tickets
strongly recommended. 
Part installation, part performance,
part haunted house – Hell House
aims its provocative spotlight at the
Christian Right. Hilarious and horrify-
ing, it’ll scare the Jesus into you. 
Children under 12 are not admitted. 
St. Ann’s warehouse 38 Water St. 
For tickets: 718-254-8779 

SAT NOV 4
8pm • $12 gen/$9 members sugg.
DAVE LIPPMAN AND JOHN FLYNN
Peoples' Voice Cafe, 
The Workmen's Circle, 
45 E 33rd St. 
212-787-3903
peoplesvoicecafe.org

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

COMMUNITY
CALENDARoctober

Almost Myself, Reflections on Mending and Transcending Gender, directed by
Tom Murray. At Cinemarosa’s program “Transbodies,” Sunday, October 15.

help!
The Indy is in 
dire need of
some new 
equipment.
Please help us 
produce
this paper 
you’re reading.

CALL 
212-221-0521
to donate your
Mac – G4 
or better.
THANK
YOU!
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Liberty Lost
FRIGHTENED CONGRESS GIVES BUSH UNPRECEDENTED POWERS

Facing mid-term elections, both houses of Congress
adopted the Military Commissions Act of 2006 in
September, permanently repealing habeas corpus for
non-citizens and giving the president complete dis-
cretion to use whatever interrogation techniques he
sees fit – short of murder and rape. 

Unfortunately, Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) and some human
rights groups appear to have been hoodwinked into retroac-
tively legalizing some methods of torture in return for mean-
ingless promises. While the bill says that tor-
ture is illegal, in reality, very little is prohib-
ited. Human Rights First stated in a press
release that waterboarding is now prohibited
and considered a war crime. But in fact, the
new law says that acts constitute torture only if
they are “intended to cause extreme physical
pain through the infliction of bodily injury.”
Waterboarding is a psychological technique
and would therefore likely be permitted. 

Defining what constitutes torture was del-
egated to the executive. This way, the admin-
istration preserves its right to use undisclosed
“alternative interrogation procedures.” An
amendment requiring the CIA to submit to
congressional oversight was defeated, as was a
five-year sunset clause. An amendment by
Democrats to restore access to the courts
(habeas corpus) for those held at Guantánamo
was defeated 51-49.

The new law also serves as a vehicle for the
administration to retroactively immunize
CIA and army interrogators against prosecu-
tions under the War Crimes Act. Previously,
violations of Geneva Article III were felonies,
punishable by life in prison or death if the
prisoner dies. There was no statute of limita-
tions or pardon for war crimes. Now the defi-
nition of offenses is narrowed to make them
much more difficult to prosecute. In addition,
this portion of the Military Commissions Act was made
retroactive to Sept. 11, 2001, so that even the worst abuses at
Abu Ghraib are amnestied. 

President George W. Bush’s aim in proposing this legislation
was stated on Sept. 6 when he told a group of 9-11 widows,
“Some of our military and intelligence personnel involved in
capturing and interrogating terrorists could be at risk of prose-
cution under the War Crimes Act, just for doing their jobs.”
The CIA was so concerned about liability for the routine use of
torture at secret prisons that it ordered its personnel to stay away
from the sites of the worst abuses. There is much irony in the
fact that the greatest skeptics of the infamous Justice
Department memos justifying torture turned out to be the CIA.
Four years after administration lawyers said “it’s not torture

unless it causes lasting physical injury or organ failure,” the CIA
demanded and received legal immunity for its officers. 

The worst feature of this new law is that the President will
now be able to designate anyone – even a U.S. citizen – an
unlawful enemy combatant (UEC). Taking up arms against the
U.S. is no longer required. The new definition extends to any-
one who has “purposely and materially supported hostilities
against the United States.” We have already seen Lynne Stewart
and her translators swept up in this definition. The designation
of UEC can be made by any “competent tribunal,” to be
appointed by the Secretary of Defense. 

The new law allows the U.S. government
to take away the Geneva protections from
those to whom they were designed to apply.
The new law says, “No unlawful enemy com-
batant subject to trial by military commis-
sion under this chapter may invoke the
Geneva Conventions as a source of rights at
his trial by military commission.”

The Bush administration has also achieved
the suspension of habeas corpus for all those
held as enemy combatants or unlawful com-
batants, effectively putting Guantánamo
beyond the reach of the courts. This is exactly
what the U.S. Supreme Court said in June in
Hamdan v. Rumsfeld that it could not do.
Justice Breyer, writing for the majority,
said, “Congress has not given
the Executive a blank
check.” Sadly, it has now. 

The first challenge to
the constitutionality of
the Military Commissions
Act has been
filed by the
Center for
Constitutional
Rights on behalf
of a man held for
three-and-a-ha l f
years in a secret

CIA jail. He is one of the 14 pris-
oners transferred to Guantánamo
upon the eve of this bill’s pas-
sage. This hasty transfer to
Gitmo from a black hole was
apparently made to deny him
the possibility of a trial in a
country that still follows
the Geneva Conventions. 

The People’s Lawyer is a project
of the New York City chapter of
the National Lawyers Guild
(nlgnyc.org). 212-679-6018

THE

LAWYER
PEOPLE’S

SENTENCING LYNNE STEWART,

TERROR SCAPEGOAT

The HISTORY 
of HABEAS CORPUS W O R L D  C A N ’ T  WA I T

From left to right: Juliana Gil, Tasha
Stanton, Kelvis Torres.
On October 5, protesters in dozens of
cities across the nation participated in
the World Can’t Wait call to “Drive Out
the Bush Regime.” In New York 1,000
to 2,000 demonstrators marched from
the United Nations to Union Square
Park. In Washington, D.C., protesters
declared the White House a “crime
scene” and wrapped its perimeter
fence in yellow police tape. While
protests were largely peaceful, clashes
in Portland between police and demon-
strators led to seven arrested.
PHOTO: MAURICIO QUINTERO

When Congress approved the suspension of habeas corpus for
“unlawful enemy combatants” on Sept. 29, it thrust the United
States back nine centuries in time to a world where subjects

could disposed of at the whim of kings who ruled by divine right.
Habeas corpus, from the Latin “produce the body,” started as a

straightforward means to require prisoners to present themselves
for testimony at trial. What began as a weapon of the courts
became with time protection against arbitrary detention, and still
represents the cherished principle that unlawful detainment can be
immediately challenged.

Writs to this effect first appeared in the 11th century, making habeas
corpus common law in England by the time rebellious barons forced
King John I to codify it in the 1215 Magna Carta (or “Great Charter”),
the foundational document of the Anglo-American legal system.

Article 39 read: "No freeman shall be taken or imprisoned or disseised
or exiled or in any way destroyed, nor will we go upon him nor will we
send upon him except upon the lawful judgement of his peers or the law
of the land." 

To prevent kings from whimsically interfering in matters of detention,
habeas corpus was further codified into English law in 1679. The princi-
ples of habeas corpus were also embedded in the U.S. Constitution when
the 5th and 6th Amendments were approved in 1791. —Irina Ivanova

BY ANN M. SCHNEIDER

Activist attorney Lynne Stewart could receive as much as 30
years in prison on Oct. 16 when she is sentenced by a judge
for her conviction of giving material aid to terrorism. Her

defense team, which has gathered 800 letters from fellow attor-
neys, former clients and supporters, asks for no jail time in light of
her age and compromised health.

Stewart, 67, a longtime member of the National Lawyers Guild,
wrote a letter to Judge John G. Koeltl, who will sentence her, offer-
ing an explanation for her violation of the Special Administrative
Measures (SAM), which forbid her to pass on communications from
her client Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman. It is not an apologia, as has
been represented in the major media. She does, however, confess to
naivete, to being spread too thinly, and to giving insufficient atten-
tion to the possible repercussions of her representation of the Sheik.

Ever eloquent, she writes, “My greatest regret is that this case
may bring added burdens to my fellow lawyers who already under-
stand that to be intimidated by one’s adversaries precludes being
able to fully represent the client.”

Stewart’s letter reminds the judge that many judges have called
upon her in the past to represent difficult clients.

If the conviction of Lynne Stewart was unjust, even more so
is the conviction of Mohammed Yousry, the York College adjunct
professor whose only crime was to translate for the Sheik when
Stewart visited him in prison. Yousry was pre-cleared for this
assignment by the Department of Justice. He was never asked
to sign the SAM and only translated what was approved by
Stewart. Tapes of the attorney-client conferences reveal the
Sheik’s growing irritation with Yousry who drinks, smokes and
is married to an evangelical Christian. For his translations serv-
ices, Yousry was convicted of conspiracy to materially aid ter-
rorism and faces 21 years when he is sentenced with Stewart. He
refused several offers to turn state’s witness against Lynne Stewart.

The National Lawyers Guild, the National Association of Criminal
Defense Attorneys, the Conference of Black Lawyers, and the Center
for Constitutional Rights have all issued statements in support of
Lynne Stewart. The American Association of University Professors
has defended the academic freedom of Mohammed Yousry.

Pre-sentencing rallies will be held on Sunday Oct. 15, at 4 p.m.
at Riverside Church, Riverside Dr. and 121st St., and Monday, Oct.
16, at Foley Square starting at 8 a.m.

Ann M. Schneider is a member of the Lynne Stewart Defense
Committee.

A TYRANT BY ANY
OTHER NAME

The Bush Administration has consis-
tently sought to expand the authority
of the executive branch over the past
six years. Some of the new powers
that Bush gained from the Military
Commissions Act of 2006 are:

■ The power to designate anyone
living inside or outside of the
United States an “unlawful
enemy combatant” and have
them detained indefinitely with-
out being able to go before a
judge or challenge their accusers
in a court of law.

■ The power to decide which “alter-
native interrogation procedures”
are torture and which are not.

■ The power to use evidence
obtained through torture in trials
before military tribunals if such tes-
timony is thought to be “reliable.”

BY ANNE M. SCHNEIDER
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BY JESSIE CARPENTER

After a year of hearings and delibera-
tions, the Spellings Commission on
the Future of Higher Education

handed in its homework on Sept. 26. 
Dominated by corporate executives, the

commission called for a sweeping transfor-
mation of the U.S. system of higher educa-

tion that would include standardized
curricula and testing on a collegiate

level and the creation of a
giant database to track every
single student’s educational

record from kindergarten
through college and into

the workplace.
“This initiative represents a

frontal assault on the U.S. higher
educational system, under the guise of

reform,” John Seery, professor
of Politics at Pomona

College, wrote on

Huffington Post. “Basically the
same folks who dismantled

FEMA (and have been try-
ing to do the same with

other public agencies and
institutions) now want to bring their

politicized incompetence to all of
higher education in America.”

Speaking at the National Press Club
on Sept. 26, Secretary of Education Margaret
Spellings outlined her vision of education
reform based on improved consumer choice.

“If you want to buy a new car you go
online and compare a full range of models,
makes and pricing options,” she said. “And
when you’re done you’ll know everything
from how well each car holds its value down
to wheel size and number of cup-holders.

The same transparency and ease should be
the case when students and families shop for
colleges, especially when one year of college
can cost a lot more than a car.”

Spellings, who followed Bush from Texas
to Washington, D.C., is one of the main
architects of the No Child Left Behind Act,
which mandated intensive standardized
testing in grade schools across the country.
In her speech, she called for extending this
testing regime to the nation’s 6,000 univer-
sities, colleges and technical schools so as to
be able to measure the educational “out-
puts” produced during a student’s time in

school. The commission also touted dis-
tance learning and “non-traditional” for-
profit education providers as vehicles for
improving the higher education system.

“The shortcoming of the commission is
that they are approaching higher education
as a consumer good, as if it can be pur-
chased,” said John Curtis of the American
Association of University Professors.
“Education is a process, not a database to do
comparison shopping with.”

The commission’s call for a centralized
database has also sparked concerns. “We are
very worried that the proposed tracking sys-
tem will violate the rights of the 15 million
college students in America,” said Tony Pals,
a member of the National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities. “The

system they are talking about would have to
use individual identifiers, a database that
puts personal privacy at risk.”

While the Spellings Commission empha-
sized market-oriented approaches to improv-
ing the quality of higher education, the six
leading higher education associations and Sen.
Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.) trumpeted the com-
missions’ call for increasing Pell Grants over
five years so that they cover 70 percent of the
average in-state tuition at public four-year col-
leges instead of the current 44 percent. Such
an initiative would require another $9 to 12
billion per year in government spending on

higher education at a time of record budget
deficits. Both Spellings and Commission
Chairman Charles Miller (who was appointed
to head the University of Texas Board of
Regents by then-Gov. George W. Bush in
1999) reiterated that any increase in financial
aid would be contingent on schools containing
costs and introducing standardized testing,
conditions that favor for-profit schools. 

Skeptics of the Bush administration’s
intentions suggested that educators think
twice before embracing the work of the
Spellings Commission.

“College leaders who endorsed the overall
report (and the many tough requirements it
would impose on higher education) might
come to regret that support,” wrote Doug
Lederman of insidehighered.com.

Wal-School
EDUCATION SECRETARY MARGARET SPELLINGS PUSHES 

SHOPPING CHANNEL VISION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

BY JESSICA LEE

TUCSON, Arizona—A consortium of pri-
vate defense contractors led by Boeing
received the go-ahead from President Bush
Oct. 4 to begin work improving the “virtual
fence” along the U.S./Mexico border based on
integrated technology including satellites,
sensors, aerial drones, and infrared cameras. 

Secure Border Initiative (SBI), a compre-
hensive program designed to mix technology,
infrastructure, and staffing to secure the
entire 6,000-mile southern and northern bor-
ders of the United States, was unveiled by
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
Secretary Michael Chertoff in 2005. Last
month, DHS awarded Boeing a $2 billion-
three-year contract to build SBI. 

“The strategic partnership allows the
department to exploit private sector ingenu-
ity and expertise to quickly secure our
nation’s borders,” said Chertoff in a Sept. 21
press release. 

DHS and Boeing plan to approach border
security through a “threat-based approach,”
in which localized segments of the U.S. bor-
der are prioritized by the perceived risk of
terrorism. Within eight months, Boeing
plans to have a “model of the entire solution
mix” deployed within southern Arizona. 

“The first initial task is to place additional
mobile towers, equipped with sensors, radars
and cameras for U.S. Border Patrol to use
along the 28-mile U.S./Mexico border within
the Tucson Sector. This equipment will be
deployed without too much distraction to

local communities,” said Robert Villanueva,
spokesperson for Boeing Integrated Defense
Systems. The next phase would be to place
permanent larger towers with similar detec-
tion technology in the more remote areas of
the border, Villanueva said. An estimated
one million undocumented workers crossed
into the United States last year. 

The most controversial part of SBInet is
the construction of a 700-mile-long border
wall, which would cross most of Arizona, and
portions of New Mexico, California and
Texas. Environmental organizations have spo-
ken out against the plan, noting the detri-
mental consequences to unique biodiverse
regions in the southwestern U.S. “The only
living things the walls won’t stop are peo-
ple,” said Michael Finkelstein, executive
director of the Center for Biological
Diversity, in a press release. 

Earlier this year, Defenders of Wildlife
released On the Line: the Impacts of Immigration
Policy on Wildlife and Habitat in the Arizona
Borderlands, a report detailing the detrimen-
tal environmental affects of border policy in
Arizona over the last 15 years. In the 1990s,
immigration enforcement efforts increased in
border cities of San Diego, Calif. and El Paso,
Texas, forcing undocumented migrants to
risk crossing the border in remote, undis-
turbed areas. More than 3,000 people are
estimated to have perished in the southwest-
ern deserts attempting to cross into the
United States since the 1990s.

However, speculation arose recently about
whether the wall will actually be built after

the U.S. House and Senate agreed to distribute
the funding to a variety of border projects.
Congress members also pledged that Native
American tribes, members of Congress, gover-
nors and local leaders would get a say in the
precise placement of any structures. 

Border communities have spoken out
against the possible fence. On Oct. 7, two ral-
lies converged at the U.S./Mexico border in
Nogales, Ariz., demanding an end to the mil-
itarization of the borderlands. 

“Just like private contractors in Iraq, the
entire point of SBI net is for private compa-
nies to make a killing off of the situation,”
said Geoff Boyce, media spokesperson for No
More Deaths, a coalition of border activist
and humanitarian groups. “Militarization of
the border is a diversion from the real issue,
that U.S. neoliberal policies such as the

North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) are much of the reason behind the
immigration into the United States” 

Indigenous voices cried out against the
wall during a three-day Border Summit on
the Tohono O’odham Nation in southern
Arizona at the end of September. A Border
Summit Draft Declaration was released not-
ing that the wall would further damage envi-
ronmental, cultural and natural resources for
the Nation, which was already split in half by
the creation of the U.S./Mexico border. 

“Since 9-11, the U.S. government has
ratcheted up its attacks against the indige-
nous residents of the United States. In south-
ern Arizona, these attacks have come in the
guise of borderland defense,” said Ofelia
Rivas in an interview posted on the website
O’odham Voices Against the Wall.

Fencing Them Out
SATELLITES, SENSORS, AERIAL DRONES, AND 
INFRARED CAMERAS TO BE DEPLOYED IN U.S. SOUTHWEST

On Oct. 7, two rallies converged at the U.S./Mexico border in Nogales, Ariz., demanding an end to the
militarization of the borderlands. PHOTO: JESSICA LEE
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BY ULA KURAS

While many voting rights activists are focused on problem-
atic new voting machines, others are working to fend off
an onslaught of new state and local voting initiatives that

could restrict access to the vote. 
Among the new voting requirements recently contested in courts

are state-issued photo IDs and tight restrictions on voting registration
drives. Proponents of such requirements tend to be conservative white
Republicans who argue that tighter rules are essential for preventing
voter fraud. However, critics say such laws will unfairly impact the
poor, the elderly, the disabled, and college-age students, all of whom
tend to vote more for the Democrats.

According to the Brennan Center for Justice, more than 25 percent
of the voting-age citizen population is not registered to vote. Many
non-profit organizations and advocacy groups have long responded by
sponsoring voter registration drives, but attempts to closely regulate
their activities are impeding their efforts.

In New Mexico, registration applications must now be submitted
within 48 hours of completion and all employees and volunteers must
disclose their identities with the state. In Colorado, applications must
be submitted within five business days. Failure to do so could result
in $500 per day fine per late application. A federal court in Miami
recently blocked enforcement of a Florida law that would have placed
hefty fines ranging from $250 to $5,000 for noncompliance of appli-
cation submission deadlines. 

In Ohio, a pending federal lawsuit charges state officials with fail-
ing to provide voter registration opportunities in public assistance
offices, as required by the National Voter Registration Act (NVRA).
The plaintiffs charge they were not informed of their right to register
to vote during visits to public assistance offices. According to the law-
suit, only 68 percent of Ohioans in households making less than
$15,000 a year were registered to vote in 2004 versus 92 percent of
individuals in households making $75,000 or more. According to a
July 2005 report by the advocacy groups Demos, Project Vote and the
Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now
(ACORN), virtually no states are complying with NVRA. 

THE NEW POLL TAX
Efforts by some states to require voters to show photo IDs have also
sparked a number of legal battles. Georgia and Missouri recently
struck down laws requiring voters to present state-issued photo ID’s,
however in Florida and Indiana this requirement still exists.
Acquiring a state-issued ID can be time-consuming, costly, and may
entail obtaining additional government documentation such as a
birth certificate or social security card. Critics argue that such a man-
date is akin to reinstating the poll tax, which existed in some south-
ern states until it was abolished by constitutional amendment in
1964. Supporters of the ID card argue that it will protect against
voter fraud, particularly among undocumented immigrants. However,
very little evidence of “imposter voting” has been produced.

Arizona recently passed a new voting regulation that requires providing
proof of citizenship at the polls that could unfairly impact more mobile
populations such as low-income residents and college-age students, who
are less likely to have access to the required documents and who may lack
transportation to obtain them. 

Further hampering of new voter registrants has occurred through a
database matching program in states such as Maryland and Florida
that require first-time voter registrant applications to match personal
identification numbers to the Motor Vehicle Administration or Social
Security Administration databases. If an accurate match is not made,
the application is rejected. This method has been criticized for com-
mon errors in entering data entry such as transposed fields and mis-
spellings. Women that have changed their last names and people who
may have unfamiliar names are disproportionately affected. A
September 2004 test run in New York resulted in 20 percent of eli-
gible new voter registrants rejected due to data entry errors.

State laws that deny felons the right to vote disenfranchise more than
four million people. This disproportionately affects Black men – an
estimated 13 percent of whom cannot vote, according to the Sentencing
Project. Civil liberties advocates recently filed a petition with the Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights citing that New Jersey and
other states with disenfranchisement policies, particularly against those
on parole and probation, violates universal human rights.
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W hen Columbia University students and
community allies chased MInuteman proj-
ect founder Jim Gilchrist off the stage at

Roone Arledge Auditorium on Oct. 4, a furor erupted.
Fox News and the New York Post were outraged.
Columbia president Lee Bollinger promised to pun-
ish student activists who organized the outburst.
Below is a short statement issued by audience
members who  stormed the stage:

In the aftermath of the protest on the night of Oct.
4 against Jim Gilchrist and the Minutemen at Roone
Arledge auditorium, we want to state clearly: We are
proud to send the message to the country that racist
and fascist groups are not welcome at Columbia or in
New York City.

As Chicanos and Latinos, alongside African-
Americans and progressive people of other nationali-
ties, we took it as our responsibility to give voice to the
undocumented immigrant families who live in fear of
terrorist vigilante groups like the Minutemen. Armed
patrols by these groups force more and more people
desperate for work to find even more hazardous ways
into the United States. Over 3,000 people – including
hundreds of children – have died in the desert.

Fascist scapegoating is not up for academic dis-
cussion. Like Hitler in pre-Nazi Germany, Gilchrist and
the Minutemen attempt to demonize foreign-born
poor people, blaming “illegals” for society’s problems.
His group doesn’t present reasoned debate. It spouts
racism and hatred, aiming to divide people against
one another.

We are sure that if the Nazi party held a public
meeting on campus, Jewish groups would be there to
challenge them – so would we. We are sure that if the
Ku Klux Klan held a public meeting on campus,
African-American groups would be there to challenge
them – so would we. The Minutemen are no different.

The hundreds of people outside Roone Arledge
chanting, “Minutemen, Nazis, KKK, racists, fascists,
go away!” represented students and community peo-
ple from all walks of life. Inside the auditorium, per-
haps as much as 80 percent of the crowd was
repelled by the Minutemen’s message of hate.

When we walked on stage with anti-racist banners
for immigrant rights, we were met with violent attack
by Gilchrist’s goons. We were the ones who were
punched and kicked. We are proud that despite these
attacks, we held our ground. When Gilchrist walked
off stage, it was because he and his Minutemen out-
fit were isolated.

This is not an issue of free speech. The Minutemen
were able to reserve a hall at our university and had
the protection of campus security and the NYPD – all
to espouse their hate speech.We along with hundreds
of others expressed our right to speak and protest.

Over the last 50 years, throughout the Civil Rights
movement and the women’s rights movement, ultra-
right-wing groups have routinely used violence,
lynchings, armed assaults and bombings against
oppressed people. Yet when we organize to oppose
them to express our contempt for their violence, we
are criticized for inhibiting the free speech of the ones
who perpetrate violence.

Shame on the Columbia University administration
for launching an investigation of peaceful protesters,
and failing to condemn the perpetrators of violence.
Shame on the College Republicans for inviting this fas-
cist thug and provoking such outrage on our campus.

For more debate on the Minutemen in New York, see
nyc.indymedia.org.

COLUMBIA SMACKDOWN

Hate Speech 
Is The Issue

THE WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE INVITES YOU TO ATTEND THE
1ST ANNUAL DAVID DELLINGER LECTURE ON NONVIOLENCE

STAUGHTON LYND

“
Resistance to War

in a Volunteer Army
” 7 - 9 PM OCTOBER 19, 2006 THURSDAY

 JUDSON MEMORIAL CHURCH 55 WASHINGTON SQ. S., NYC

MUSIC REBECCA FANYA

COSPONSORED BY A.J. Muste Memorial Institute • Historians Against the War • Judson Memorial Church

FREE
DONATIONS REQUESTED

www.warresisters.org

RESISTING THE VOTING RIGHTS ROLLBACK

FIGHTING FOR THE VOTE: Young civil rights activists poured into Mississippi in
the summer of 1964 to demand voting rights for all. TED POLUMBAUM
COLLECTION / NEWSEUM

indymedia.usindymedia.usindymedia.usindymedia.usindymedia.usindymedia.usindymedia.usindymedia.us
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building resistance inside the empire
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The 2000 presidential
election, in which the
wide-scale suppression
of the votes of African-
Americans in Florida is
drowned out by images
of hanging chads and
butterfly ballots, is
awarded to George W.
Bush by a divided
Supreme Court.

Following the 2000 elec-
tion debacle, Congress
passes the Help America
Vote Act, (HAVA) which
centralizes county elec-
tion procedures and
strongly encourages the
adoption of electronic
voting machines.

Already, companies like
Diebold and ES&S are
lobbying fiercely in sup-
port of e-voting.

Using electronic voting
machines manufactured
by Diebold, Georgia voters
elect a Republican gover-
nor for the first time since
the Civil War and toss out
Democratic Senator Max
Clelland. No paper trail
is required for voting
machines in Georgia. The
final election results show
a 16 percent swing in
favor of the Republican
candidate in the governors’
race and a 12 percent
swing away from Clelland
compared to polls taken
days before the vote.

On an unprotected web-
site, muckraking jour-
nalist/activist Bev Harris
finds 40,000 files of
Diebold Election Systems’
source code. The discov-
ery, distribution, and
analysis of the code
leads computer scien-
tists from Johns Hopkins
University to write that
“our analysis shows that
this voting system is far
below even the most
minimal security stan-
dards applicable in other
contexts.”

Diebold CEO Walden
O’Dell writes a fund-
raising letter to Repub-
licans promising “to [help]
Ohio deliver its electoral
votes to the President
George W. Bush” in the
2004 elections.

As 953 voting machines,
manufactured by Advanced
Voting Solutions, call in
simultaneously to report
results, modems collapse
and e-voting machines
go offline, leading to a
denial-of-service incident
on election day. Fifty
percent of precincts are
unable to report results
until the next day.

California’s Secretary
of State decertifies all
touch-screen machines
and recommends cri-
minal prosecution of
Diebold Election Systems
following reports of
irregularities in the
March recall election.
The California attorney-
general decides against
criminal prosecution.

The Associated Press
reports that touch-screen
voting machines in 11
Florida counties contain
a software flaw that
would render manual
recounts impossible.

Although exit polls show
John Kerry sweeping a
dozen key battleground
states including Ohio
and Florida, George Bush
wins Ohio, Florida, Iowa,
New Mexico and the
election. Most pundits
conclude that there are
serious problems – with
exit polling. Rather
than investigate elec-
tronic voting, most media
outlets pledge to no
longer conduct exit polls.

Thousands of Maryland
voters are left scram-
bling on primary day:
Polls do not open on time
as the Board of Elections
failed to get “voter
access cards” necessary
to operate the Diebold TS
machines. It is uncertain
how many Marylanders
never vote at all.

The Election Science
Institute (ESI) finds evi-
dence that electronic
voting machines in
Cuyahoga County expe-
rienced major malfunc-
tions and problems, also
on primary day. ESI tells
CNN that “we’re missing
data. We're missing crit-
ical components within
the election.”

Writing in Rolling Stone,
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
alleges that “Republicans
prevented more than
350,000 voters in Ohio
from casting ballots or
having their votes counted
–enough to have put John
Kerry in the White House.”
While many of these voters
were suppressed through
“old-fashioned” methods,
Kennedy alleges that coun-
ties using Diebold voting
machines show a statisti-
cally improbable increase
in support for George W.
Bush as compared to the
2000 election.6
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BY ERIN THOMPSON

After being sued by the Department of
Justice for failing to comply with the Help
America Vote Act (HAVA), New York is

now facing a September 2007 deadline to imple-
ment new voting equipment. In the next few
months, counties across the state will have to
choose between either high-tech, touch screen
Directing Recording Electronic (DRE) devices or
low-tech, optical scan electronic systems.

While New York State law requires that all DREs
be fitted with a printer to record the voters’ intent,
there is no way to ensure that a computer system has
accurately recorded that vote in its internal memory
banks. Without being able to verify that the vote
was recorded as cast, Teresa Hommel likens voting
on a DRE to a “placebo experience.” 

Hommel, a computer technology expert who
runs the website WheresThePaper.org, has been
actively engaged in trying to convince the New
York City Board of Elections to go with the cheaper
optical scan machines, which simply electronically
tally pre-existing paper ballots, instead of the more
complex and expensive Direct Recording
Electronic devices, which perform all functions of
the voting process electronically, from casting the
ballot, to recording it, to tallying the results. 

“Everybody knows you can tamper with a paper
ballot. If we can’t protect something we can see,
how are we going to protect something we can’t
see?” said Hommel during a Sept. 30 training ses-
sion instructing citizens how to advocate on behalf
of the optical scan systems.

In the case of technological malfunction, DREs
can present a logistical nightmare for voters who
may have to wait in long lines to cast ballots, or not
be able to vote at all, “which is one of the worst
things you can imagine happening on Election
Day,” said Lawrence Norden, who leads the voting
technology assessment project at the Brennan
Center for Justice.

“One of the benefits of precinct count optical
scan is that a voter fills out the ballot, even if the
machine scanner breaks down, the ballot is still
there and it can still be counted,” said Norden.

New York also requires a full-face ballot – mean-
ing any touch DRE interface would have to be sized
to accommodate the full ballot listing. Current
models put forward by vendors measure about four
feet by two feet, leaving large questions about
where to store and how to transport machines.
DREs can only service one voter at a time, making
it necessary for precincts to buy multiple machines.
Precinct-based optical scanners, which are about
the size of a large fax machine, require only one
machine per polling place and will allow multiple
voters to vote at once.

Even though counties haven’t yet chosen the
machines, the fact that four companies even sub-
mitted optical scan machines for certification in
the state of New York represents a victory for vot-
ing rights’ activists. 

“We’re winning,” said Hommel, who is con-
vinced that optical scan systems will eventually win
out if citizens actively push for them. 

“In a democracy you have no right to have an
election run properly. In a democracy, you have to
run it yourself,” said Hommel. “Elections are not
something the government owes you, we have to
work for it ourselves.”

E L E C T R O N I C  V O T I N G  F O L L I E S

Google the terms “hiccup” or
“glitch” along with the words
“electronic voting equipment”

and you’ll get some interesting insight
into widespread chaos that could hit
polling places this November. In pri-
maries across the nation earlier this year,
problems with newly implemented
computer-based voting systems, often
blamed on software “glitches” or elec-
tion “hiccups,” caused voting results to
be delayed, tallied incorrectly or
reversed entirely.

“We need to ban the word glitch from
election vocabulary. All a glitch is is
something that disenfranchised voters,”
voter-rights activist Bev Harris told The
Indypendent. Harris is the founder of
Black Box Voting (BlackBoxVoting.org),
a website that has become an authorita-
tive source on the failures of electronic
voting equipment over the past few
years. “[Voters] need to get the public
records and they need to look a little
deeper, and if they do in the days follow-
ing the [2006] election… it’s going to
fall apart like a cheap suit,” said Harris.

“When Black Box Voting has gotten
the records in the past, typically the
records do not support the results. They
don’t match; they show all kinds of
anomalies,” she said.

A bevy of recent problems in 2006 pri-
maries support Harris’ concerns: 

• In Pottawattamie County, Iowa, the
June primary election results of
nine races were reversed when a hand
count of ballots tabulated by an ES & S
manufactured optical scanner revealed
that all the winners were, in fact, losers.

• 100,000 extra votes appeared on
a HartIntercivic paperless Direct
Recording Electronic (DRE) machine
in a March primary race in Tarrant
County, Texas, earlier this year –
despite the fact that there were only
58,000 registered voters. 

• Programming “glitches” caused
results of the March primary in
Cook County, Ill (which includes
Chicago), to be delayed by up to a
week, when the counties’ new
Sequoia touch-screen DRE and
optical scanner machines failed to
transmit results from precincts in
the area.

• After widespread reports of problems
with Ohio’s electronic voting equip-
ment in the 2004 election, the Election
Science Institute completed a three-
month study following the March
2006 primary in Cuyahoga County,
Ohio, (which includes Cleveland). The
study found that Diebold touch-screen
machines recorded four different vote
totals, with totals on two separate
paper records, the election archive
and the memory cards all differing.

The researchers concluded that using
the electronic machines was a “calcu-
lated risk” and that “the election sys-
tem, in its entirety, exhibits shortcom-
ings with extremely serious conse-
quences, especially in the event of a
close election.”

Electronic voting machines were sup-
posed to solve the problem of elections in
this country. After the very public failure
of punch cards and butterfly ballots in
Florida’s 2000 presidential vote, Congress
passed the Help America Vote Act
(HAVA) in 2002, which allocated $3.9 bil-
lion to states to update and improve an
apparently antiquated voting process while
also improving access for disabled persons. 

Instead, HAVA opened the door to
nationwide adoption of untested and
problematic electronic voting technology
that has given unprecedented power to
private industry to control the outcome
of elections. The implementation of that
new technology has also revealed funda-
mental failings in the current electoral
system and an inability on the part of
federal, state and local governments to
ensure that democracy in this country
functions as it should.

“There’s really not a new problem
here…. We’re just seeing the problem
because we’re looking. A lot of the prob-
lems are really entrenched, long-term
problems,” said David Dill, Professor of
Computer Science at Stanford University
who founded Verified Voting
(VerifiedVoting.org), a nonprofit organi-
zation that advocates reliable and pub-
licly verifiable elections. “[As a nation]
we don’t have an attitude about elections
that those are precious things that need
to be protected.”

AA  NNEEWW  AAGGEE  OOFF  FFRRAAUUDD
Nearly 90 percent of registered voters,
or 150 million people, now live in
counties that will use some form of
electronic voting equipment in the

upcoming election – a 63 percent
increase in voters affected since the
2000 elections, when the majority of
precincts used mechanized lever
machines or punch-card ballots.

The electronic voting equipment that
will be most widely used in the 2006
elections are optical scanning machines,
that scan paper ballots filled out by vot-
ers and tally the count. These machines,
while susceptible to many of the com-
puter glitches and security concerns
raised by critics, have one striking
advantage over other types of voting
equipment: a paper trail.

Thirty-nine percent of registered vot-
ers will cast ballots in counties using
DRE devices, which look and function
much like an ATM machine, while
lacking one crucial feature. All ATMs
are equipped with receipt printers and
can be audited for mistakes by banks
and customers. In states like Maryland,
Georgia and Florida, some voters will
be using completely paperless DREs in
the upcoming election, which leave no
record of the vote anywhere but inside a
computer’s memory bank.

“Computer systems are so complex
that it is impossible to check that the
software or the hardware is correct or
honest,” said Dill, who called paperless
voting “silly.”

“Software is very complicated, it’s
really hard to write a large program to
get it right – it’s essentially impossible,”
said Barbara Simons, a former IBM
employee who served as president of the
Association of Computing Machinery
from 1998 to 2000 and now sits on the
board of Verified Voting.

Not only are machines susceptible
to bugs and malicious programming
that can change votes, say critics, but
it is next to impossible for anyone to
check what is happening on the inside
of the machines. “We have no way of
auditing the system designs,” said

Dill, whose research is in the field of
checking the correctness of hardware
and software running in computer
systems. “It is impossible to check
that the software or the hardware is
correct or honest.”

The anonymous nature of the elec-
toral process guarantees that no single
voter will ever be able to go back and
check if her or his vote was recorded
correctly. For systems that rely on
paperless technology, that means trust-
ing the computers are tabulating votes
correctly with no means of double-
checking. And while paperless mechan-
ical lever machines (which are still in
use in New York) raise difficult ques-
tions about the ability to verify votes,
officials or poll workers with access to
the machines would have to rig each
machine individually, making wide-
spread vote fraud much less likely. 

However, a slew of recent studies
have proven that electronic voting
machines are capable of being hacked
and manipulated internally by almost
anyone with access to the machines
including vendors, poll workers and
voters themselves; while malicious
code and viruses can affect thousands of
machines, with no way of detecting or
proving fraud.

“The threat that I’m most concerned
about is undetectable, widespread,
wholesale fraud – that’s the threat that
keeps me up at night with these
machines. Will you ever detect that
undetectable fraud? By definition you
won’t,” said John Hopkins computer
scientist Avi Rubin at a recent signing
of his new book, Brave New Ballot: The
Battle to Safeguard Democracy in the Age
of Electronic Voting.

“The question isn’t, has [voting
fraud] occurred? We don’t know. And if
it did occur, we wouldn’t know, because
that’s the nature of the fraud we’re
concerned about.”

TTHHEE  DDIIRRTT  OONN  DDIIEEBBOOLLDD
In 1997, as an employee of AT&T Labs,

Rubin worked on a project with the gov-
ernment of Costa Rica to design an elec-
tronic voting machine for that country. 

“I started getting very nervous, started
thinking like an adversary, as I’ve been
trained to do as a security person, think-
ing about what you might be able to do
to rig these machines if you wanted to,”
he said. “We,  the people that were build-
ing and designing that system, were in a
position to do so in a way that we could
control the outcome if we wanted to,” he
said. “I had [initially] thought this was a
good idea, and decided it was a pretty
bad idea,” he said.

Rubin’s explorations of electronic voting
technology would not end there. In 2003,
he co-authored a report analyzing source
code from a Diebold AccuVote-TS machine
that Bev Harris had discovered on the inter-
net. The code had come from an unsecured
Diebold website and was the first look at
the internal workings of an electronic vot-
ing system. Diebold, like all the elections
systems companies at the time, had refused
to allow outside analysis of its software,
claiming that code was proprietary.

Rubin and three other scientists wrote
a paper on the Diebold source code,
known as The Hopkins Report, which
revealed “significant security flaws: vot-
ers can trivially cast multiple ballots with
no built-in traceability, administrative
functions can be performed by regular
voters, and the threats posed by insiders
such as poll workers, software developers,
and even janitors, is even greater.”

“Personally, I now believe that if that
code were written by the world’s best pro-
grammers and the best security experts,
and didn’t have the problems that we
found, they would still not be good
machines to use. But that’s not the case, it
was riddled with security problems,” said
Rubin of the Diebold software he ana-
lyzed in 2003.

Penetrating the Voting Vortex
by ERIN THOMPSON

THE U.S. HAS TRIED TO TAKE VOTING INTO THE DIGITAL AGE IN RECENT YEARS EVEN AS CONCERNS GROW ABOUT THE NEW TECHNOLOGY.
BY CHRIS  ANDERSON

NOV 2000
Florida

OCT 2002
Passage 
of HAVA

NOV 2002
Controversy 
in Georgia 

JAN 23, 2003
Diebold Source
Code Found 

AUG 14, 2003
O'Dell to
“Deliver” Ohio 

NOV 4, 2003
Problems 
in Virginia 

APRIL 30, 2004
California
Lawsuit Averted 

JUNE 14, 2004:
Florida 
Primary 

NOV 2004
The Kerry 
Defeat

MARCH 2006
Problems in
Maryland

MAY 2006
Problems 
in Ohio 

2006
Did Bush Really
Win in 2004? 

“The threat that I’m most 

concerned about is undetectable,

widespread, wholesale fraud –

that’s the threat that keeps me up

at night with these machines. Will

you ever detect that undetectable

fraud? By definition you won’t.” 

I L L U S T R AT I O N S  B Y  G A R Y  M A R T I N

continued on page 8

New York’s 
Battle for Better
Voting Machines
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Penetrating the
Voting Vortex 
continued from page 7

The Hopkins Report was just the first of sev-
eral reports with devastating conclusions
about the security of Diebold’s equipment.
At the invitation of Utah and Florida election
officials concerned about their own equip-
ment, Harris employed Finnish computer
scientist Harri Hursti to hack into Diebold
optical scan and Accuvote-TS machines last year.

“We did it four different times, using eight
different methods. And every time it took
about 60 seconds. And the election supervisors
knew that we were there and couldn’t stop the
hack,” said Harris of the experiment. Hursti
was able to hack into the AccuVote-TS
machine after his analysis found a “back door”
into the Diebold system that would allow any-
one to upload malicious software into the com-
puters as long as the program contained the
correct file name.

Using the back door discovered by Hursti, a
team of Princeton computer scientists released a
report demonstrating how “an attacker who
gets physical access to a machine or its remov-
able memory for as little as one minute could
install malicious code…” that could “steal votes
undetectably, modifying all records, logs, and
counters to be consistent with the fraudulent
vote count it creates.”

“I think the security vulnerability that
Harri Hursti found…is the most dramatic
security problem that anyone has uncov-
ered in these Diebold systems,” said
Rubin. “When I read [the report], I sat
back in my chair and said well, we can kiss
Diebold good bye,” said Rubin. “[I
thought] there is no way that when this is
made public anyone will continue to use
Diebold; I was wrong.”

Three hundred and sixty counties, covering
as many as 16 million registered voters, will
vote using the AccuVote-TS system this
upcoming election.

TRADE SECRETS
The significant security flaws exposed by
Rubin and others point to a lack of oversight
on both the state and federal level to assure
that voting equipment works properly and
doesn’t, for example, steal votes.

“Certification that’s being done these days
is a joke, it’s a farce, and it doesn’t count. It
hasn’t caught these problems,” said Simons.

The federal government currently offers
voluntary standards for voting equipment.
While provisions in HAVA require that the
National Association of State Election
Directors develop standards for voting tech-
nology, the funding for developing these
standards has yet to materialize. Instead,
states are required to complete independent
testing of equipment before the association
can certify their machines for use. The tests
themselves are conducted by the Independent
Testing Authority (ITA), a consortium of fed-
erally accredited labs –  Ciber, Wyle Labs,
and Systest – that are paid by voting machine
vendors and are hardly “independent”. The
labs are required to test for certain criteria
only. A machine that meets the standards laid
out by the vendors but which was found to
contain any number of security or design
flaws could still be approved by the ITA.

Any problems uncovered by the ITA are
considered proprietary information that can-
not be shared with states or the public. In
fact, election systems companies claim that
any look at the inside of their machines vio-
lates “trade secrets.”

“There are no real trade secrets in these
machines – what they do is not rocket sci-
ence,” said Simons. “I think that they don’t
want people seeing the code because there are
lots of problems with it, because every time a

computer scientist has gotten his or her hands
on the software, they’ve found problems.”

THE PAPER PLACEBO
In response to the growing chorus of concerns
raised about the paperless Direct Recording

Electronic voting machines, 27 states now
require a voter-verified paper trail, as opposed
to only ten when HAVA was passed four years
ago. Retrofitting DREs with printers should,
in theory, provide a record of the voters’
intent, even if the computer records it incor-

rectly. However, in practice, the “paper trail”
can be of little use. Not only is a lengthy
manual recount made more difficult by
printer rolls that do not facilitate straightfor-
ward tallying of votes, the supposedly “veri-
fied” record can be difficult to read for voters
analyzing their results.

“The paper records can be untrustworthy
because the printers don’t work right, some of
the paper records are missing or illegible, or
because voters don’t check them,” said Dill.

If a paper trail diverged greatly from an
official vote count, there would still be no
clear idea as to what the “real” tally of an
election was. “Those need to be the votes of
record and if the electronic records are more
reliable than the paper records then you’re
back where you started from, of having to
trust this computer which is essentially
totally untrustworthy.”

A paper record is meaningless if no one
checks it. “Most states around the country
that have a voter verified paper trail require-
ment don’t have corresponding rules that say
what you actually have to do with it,” said
Matt Zimmerman, an attorney for the
Electronic Frontier Foundation, a digital
rights organization. Zimmerman is the lead
attorney in White v. Blackwell, a lawsuit that
claims that Ohio’s entire election system is
unconstitutional.

The Ohio lawsuit could have a national
impact if it successfully challenges that state’s
election process from its certification require-
ments all the way up to the way the state
trains poll workers and election officials on
how to use these systems.

STUCK WITH THE BILL
With so much money spent on elections sys-
tems that do not work or are not verifiable
in any basic way, many states are now stuck
with the cost of their mistakes. After
California sued Diebold in 2004 for “overly
aggressive marketing” of its TSx voting
machine in which “not a single version of
the TSx firmware has completed federal
qualification testing for use in the
November 2004 election,” the state eventu-
ally settled its suit with the company for
$2.6 million and recertified the equipment
for use in the 2006 elections.

The state of Maryland, which spent $106
million on Diebold paperless DREs, experi-
enced widespread problems with the new
equipment in the 2006 primary races. Touch-
screen electronic poll books, used to check
voters in and keep track of who voted and
where, failed across the state. By attaching a
mouse to the poll books, Diebold claims to
have fixed the problem. The state’s
Republican Governor Robert Ehrlich is now
urging voters to vote via absentee ballot in
order to avoid using the paperless DREs. 

While absentee voting may increase, many
voters will have to deal with machines that
don’t work properly or the lingering suspi-
cion that the machines don’t accurately
record their votes. For Bev Harris, who
began her voting activism after reading an
article on the Internet, the only way to
ensure free and fair elections is “for people to
step away from the Internet” and become
poll workers themselves. “They’re going to
actually have to engage, become participants
in democracy,” she said. 

Still, if and when voters finally demand
an overhaul of the current mess from their
elected officials, a bigger question remains: 

What do you do with hundreds of millions
of dollars of useless voting equipment? 

“I recommended to them [state officials]
that they give these thirty, forty thousand
machines that they have to the schools, attach
a mouse and a keyboard, they’re Windows
machines, let the kids use them,” said Avi
Rubin, who votes in Maryland. “Or give
them to a country whose government we
want to control.” 

Much of the suspicion that has grown up around electronic voting has been

sparked by the cozy connections and often questionable behavior of

the three largest companies that make and operate e-voting machines.

DIEBOLD
Diebold was originally a manufacturer of bank vaults
and safety deposit boxes. The company’s rise to promi-

nence in the e-voting industry reads like a parable of Enron-style excess. In recent years,
it has been plagued by accusations of inappropriate ties to the Republican Party, corrup-
tion among senior-level employees and inadequate security measures in its voting
machines. In addition to their political connections, Diebold executives have come under
scrutiny for hiring convicted felons in senior positions. Jeff Dean, senior vice-president
and senior programmer at Global Election Systems (bought by Diebold in 2002 to later
become Diebold Election Systems), was convicted of 23 counts of felony theft. 

ES&S
Election Systems & Software (ES&S), “a provider of election manage-
ment solutions,” is another widely used voting machine company,
and along with Diebold tallied approximately 80 percent of elec-
tronically cast votes in the 2004 presidential election. The two com-
panies are also linked by the Urosevich brothers: Bob Urosevich is a

software engineer and member of Diebold Election Systems management; his brother,
Todd Urosevich, is vice-president of After Market Sales at ES&S. 

Seed money for Data Mark, ES&S’s corporate predecessor, was supplied by the
Ahmanson family, which also has poured millions into various far-right causes and
think tanks. In 2002, it was revealed that Senator Chuck Hagel (R-Neb.) once owned
a 56 percent share of ES&S, which was responsible for counting 80 percent of the win-
ning votes that propelled Hagel to an upset victory in his 1996 run for the Senate.

SEQUOIA VOTING SYSTEMS
Sequoia is the third provider of voting machines with a spe-
cialization in touch-screen voting systems. All Sequoia vot-
ing systems supply a Voter Verified Paper Trail, which has
allowed the company to escape much of the criticism lev-
eled at ES&S and Diebold. However, the company has still
been attacked for leaving unprotected software on a pub-
licly available server, raising concerns about the possibility
of vote tampering in future elections. Sequoia’s parent
company, De La Rue of England, was awarded a multi-mil-
lion-dollar contract in 2004 by U.S. officials in Baghdad to
print the new Iraqi currency.

—ULA KURAS

E L E C T R O N I C  V O T I N G  F O L L I E S

ORGANIZATIONS
> VerifiedVoting:

verifiedvoting.org

> Black Box Voting:
blackboxvoting.org

> Voters Unite:
votersunite.org

> Vote Trust USA:
votetrustusa.org

> Electronic Frontier
Foundation: eff.org

> Open Voting Consortium:
openvotingconsortium.org

MEDIA
> Independent Media Source 

on Election Fraud:
freepress.org/index2.php 

> View Help America Vote 
on Paper DVD at:
eon3.net/pages/main.html

> Princeton Scientists hacking
experiment live on Youtube:
youtube.com/watch?v=5W
MG34cv0zM

BLOGS
> bradblog.com

> avi-rubin.blogspot.com

> freedom-to-tinker.com

NEW YORK ACTIVISTS
> Where’s the Paper?:

wheresthepaper.org

> New Yorkers for 
Verified Voting:
nyvv.org/

BOOKS
> Brave New Ballot: The Battle

to Safeguard Democracy in
the Age of Electronic Voting,
by Avi Rubin.

> Black Box Voting: Ballot-
Tampering in the 21st

Century by Bev Harris.
Download free at black-
boxvoting.org/book.html

> Was the 2004 Presidential
Election Stolen? : Exit
Polls, Election Fraud, and
the Official Count by Steve
Freeman and Joel
Bleifuss.

> What Happened in Ohio? A
Documentary Record of
Theft and Fraud in the
2004 Election by Bob
Fitrakis, Steven Rosenfeld
and Harvey Wasserman.

> What Went Wrong In Ohio:
The Conyers Report On
the 2004 Presidential
Election.

E L E C T R O N I C  V O T I N G  R E S O U R C E S



The steps will be these: Air Force tankers will
be deployed to fuel B-2 bombers, Navy
Cruise missile ships will be positioned at
strategic points in the northern Indian Ocean
and perhaps the Persian Gulf, unmanned
drones will collect target data, and com-
mando teams will refine those data. The
latter two steps are already being taken.

Then the President will speak on
national television. He will say this:
Iran is determined to develop nuclear
weapons; if this happens, the entire
region will go nuclear; our diplomatic
efforts to prevent this have failed; Iran is
offering a haven to known al Qaeda lead-
ers; the fate of our ally Israel is at stake;
Iran persists in supporting terrorism,
including in Iraq; and sanctions will have
no effect (and besides they are for sissies).
He will not say: …and besides, we need
the oil.

Therefore, he will announce, our own
national security and the security of the region
require us to act. “Tonight, I have ordered the
elimination of all facilities in Iran that are ded-
icated to the production of weapons of mass
destruction…” In the narrowest terms this
includes perhaps two dozen targets.

To have any hope of success, such a policy
would require attacking at least 400 tar-

gets, including the
Revolutionary Guard.
But even this pre-
sumes the Iranian
people will respond to
a massive U.S. attack
on their country by
overthrowing their
government. Only
an administration in-
spired by fantasy could
believe a notion such as this.

For a divinely
guided president
who imagines
himself to be a
latter-day Winston
Churchill (albeit lacking the ability to formu-
late intelligent sentences), and who professes
not to care about public opinion at home or

abroad, anything is
possible, and dwin-
dling days in power
may be seen as making
the most apocalyptic
actions necessary.

Gary Hart (D-Colo.) served
in the U.S. Senate from 1975 to

1987 and was a two-time presi-
dential candidate. This is excerpted

from a longer article that originally
appeared at huff-

ingtonpost.com.
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LEBANESE FACE INCREASED HEALTH
RISKS AFTER WAR 
Environmental consequences in the aftermath of
the July-August war between Israel and
Hezbollah jeopardize the health of two million
residents of Lebanon, Agence France Presse
reported. Many Lebanese face an increase in
health risks from airborne chemicals and building
dust. Israel’s bombing of factories led to several
toxic releases, including millions of gallons of oil
that leaked into the Mediterranean Sea after
Israel bombed the Jiyeh power plant was hit.

UNITED STATES INTERVENING 
IN NICARAGUAN ELECTIONS 
Former leftist president Daniel Ortega could be
returned to office, according to polls that show
him leading Nicaragua’s presidential race in
advance of Nov. 5 elections. Rep. Dan Burton (R-
Ind.), chair of the Western Hemisphere Subcom-
mittee of the House’s Committee on International
Relations, stated in a recent visit to Nicaragua
that the United States might cut $175 million in
aid and prohibit Nicaragua’s participation in the
Central American Free Trade Agreement if voters
choose Ortega, who led the country from 1979
to 1991. Meanwhile, Venezuela recently began
delivering subsidized oil shipments to Nicaraguan
municipalities led by mayors from Ortega’s
Sandinista party.

38 PROTESTERS SACKED IN BRIT 
PARLIAMENT PROTEST 
Thirty-eight protesters were arrested in London
Oct. 9 during a protest aimed at prohibiting politi-
cians from entering Westminster Palace, where
the British Parliament was scheduled to meet,
reported Infoshop News. Most of the protesters
were arrested for violating a ban on unpermitted
protests within one mile of Parliament Square.
More than 300 police responded to the 50-person
demonstration, dubbed  “State of Emergency
Sack the Parliament” while an additional 800
police were on standby. A website promoting the
demonstration read, “Despite repeated mass
protests, Parliament has ignored those it is sup-
posed to represent and consistently sided with
continuing wars and further authoritarian legisla-
tion.” Anarchists in the crowd waved placards
saying, “No state. No war. No leader and no hier-
archy," and "Tony Blair, war criminal." 

SEWAGE AND GARBAGE THREATEN
GLOBAL MARINE LIFE 
The U.N. Environment Program (UNEP) stressed
that marine life and habitat is being threatened
around the globe by tons of plastic trash and
untreated sewage, reported Inter Press Service.
Unregulated pollution from growing coastal pop-
ulations has led to an increase of ocean “dead
zones” from 150 in 2004 to about 200 in 2006.
The dead zones can be as large as 100,000 sq
kilometers, a consequence of a lack of oxygen
due to nitrogen contamination from sewage and
fertilizer run-off. Expensive treatment plants are
not the only solution to untreated sewage
wastes – coastal wetlands, salt marshes and
mangroves can also do the job, researchers said.
Researchers have also found negative effects
from trace amounts of pharmaceuticals embed-
ded in sewage. Plastic waste, such as bags, bot-
tle tops, and polystyrene foam cups, are esti-
mated to kill more than one million seabirds per
year and more than 100,000 sea turtles and sea
mammals per year. Microscopic particles of
plastic can be found in plankton as well.

World briefs

Waiting for Bush’s October Surprise

BY NORMAN SOLOMAN

The Sept. 25 edition of Time magazine
illustrates how the U.S. news media are
gearing up for a military attack on Iran.

The headline over the cover-story interview
with Iran’s president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
is “A Date With a Dangerous Mind.” The big-
type subhead calls him “the man whose swag-
ger is stirring fears of war with the U.S.,” and
the second paragraph concludes: “Though pic-
tures of the Iranian president often show him
flashing a peace sign, his actions could well be
leading the world closer to war.” 

When the biggest U.S. newsweekly devotes
five pages to scoping out a U.S. air war against
Iran, as Time did in the same issue, it’s yet
another sign that the wheels of our nation’s
war-spin machine are turning faster toward yet
another unprovoked attack on another country. 

Ahmadinejad has risen to the top of
Washington’s – and American media’s – ene-
mies list. Within the last 20 years, that list has
included Manuel Noriega, Saddam Hussein
and Slobodan Milosevic, with each subjected to
extensive vilification before the Pentagon
launched a large-scale military attack. 

Whenever the President of the United
States decides to initiate or intensify a media
blitz against a foreign leader, mainstream U.S.
news outlets have dependably stepped up the
decibels and hysteria. But the administration

can also call off the dogs of war by going silent
about the evils of some foreign tyrant. 

Take Libya’s dictator, for instance. For more
than a third of a century, Col. Muammar al-
Qaddafi has been a despot whose overall record
of repression makes Noriega or Milosevic seem
relatively tolerant of domestic political foes.
But ever since Qaddafi made a deal with the
Bush administration in December 2003, the
silence out of Washington about Qaddafi’s
evilness has been notable. 

When Qaddafi publicly celebrated the
37th anniversary of his dictatorship a few
weeks ago, he declared in a speech on state
television: “Our enemies have been crushed
inside Libya, and you have to be ready to kill
them if they emerge anew.” The New York
Times noted that Qaddafi’s regime “criminal-
izes the creation of opposition parties.” 

Today, while the human rights situation in
Iran is reprehensible, the ongoing circum-
stances are far worse under many governments
favored by Washington. Here at home, media
outlets should be untangling double stan-
dards instead of contributing to them. But so
many reporters and pundits have internalized
Washington’s geopolitical agendas that the
mainline institutions of journalism continue
to rot from within. That the rot goes largely
unnoticed is testimony to how Orwellian
“doublethink” has been normalized. 

These are not issues of professionalism any

more than concerns about public health are
issues of medicine. The news media should be
early warning systems that inform us before
current events become unchangeable history. 

But when the media system undermines the
free flow of information and prevents wide-rang-
ing debate, what happens is a parody of democ-
racy. That’s what occurred four years ago during
the media buildup for the invasion of Iraq. 

Now, warning signs are profuse: The Bush
administration has Iran in the Pentagon’s
sights. And the drive toward war, fueled by
double standards about nuclear development
and human rights, is getting a big boost from
U.S. media coverage that portrays the President
as reluctant to launch an attack on Iran. 

Time magazine reports that “from the State
Department to the White House to the high-
est reaches of the military command, there is
a growing sense that a showdown with Iran ...
may be impossible to avoid.” 

The same kind of media spin – assuming a
sincere Bush desire to avoid war – was profuse
in the months before the invasion of Iraq. The
more that news outlets tell such fairy tales, the
more they become part of the war machinery. 

Norman Solomon is executive director of the Institute
for Public Accuracy and the author of War Made
Easy: How Presidents and Pundits Keep
Spinning Us to Death.
This article originally appeared on commondreams.org.

Media Tall Tales 
for the Next War 

BY GARY HART

It should come as no surprise if the

Bush administration undertakes a

preemptive war against Iran some-

time before the November election.

NICHOLAS ALLANACH

Daniel Ortega



Showgirls director Paul
Verhoeven once commented
that he wanted to make a

mainstream narrative film that
showed a penis becoming erect,
since it represents perhaps the
greatest taboo for the Motion
Picture Association of America
(MPAA) and Hollywood filmmak-
ing. Seriously one-upping both
Verhoeven and Kirby Dick’s anti-
MPAA screed This Film is Not Yet
Rated – John Cameron Mitchell’s
Shortbus not only has more erect
penises, general full-frontal nudity
and unsimulated sex than any nar-
rative film recent memory, it actu-
ally includes in its opening
sequence a man trying to fellate
himself. Shocking and yes, provoca-
tive, especially in our increasingly
repressive environment, where an
exposed nipple is still a relevant
news story years later. But this
scene is no mere stunt – what starts
off as an amusing take on self-love
soon dissolves into the loneliest
image of any movie all year when
the exceptionally limber ex-hustler,
videotaping the act alone in his
apartment, begins to quietly weep. 

Combining a serious interest in the
love lives of the disenfranchised with
his musically fluid sense of structure
and mischievous flair for provocation,
Mitchell builds on the success of his
debut, Hedwig and the Angry Inch, by
fashioning a mini-Altman tapestry of
people struggling to find happiness
in their relationships. The relatively
aimless narrative focuses on three
couples who all come together at the
titular Brooklyn sex haven, a more
playful, low-key version of Warhol’s
Factory with a similar level of welcomed
debauchery. 

Aforementioned ex-hustler James
(Paul Dawson) and his sweet but
dull boyfriend Jamie (PJ DeBoy),
who’ve stopped sleeping together
after many years together, visit “cou-
ple’s counselor” Sofia (Sook-Yin Lee),
whose husband Rob (Raphael
Barker) has no idea she’s never had
an orgasm. Brought to Shortbus by
James and Jamie, Sofia befriends
Severin (Lindsay Beamish), a domi-
natrix and artist whose abuse of her
main client, trust-fund prick Jesse
(Adam Hardman), is starting to
wear on her psyche. Connections are
forged, with James and Jamie enter-

ing into a three-way relationship
with model Ceth (Jay Brannan),
while James grows increasingly
more despondent. Shut off from the
world, Severin starts to open up to
Sofia, who even kisses Shortbus’
cross-dressing host (scene-stealing
genius Justin Bond) in a vain search
for sexual fulfillment. 

Beyond the ample sex onscreen,
there’s a real intimacy among the
cast, perhaps due to Mitchell’s deci-
sion to workshop the film collec-
tively à la Christopher Guest or Mike
Leigh. Thus, despite a handful of
awkward edits and strangely under-
developed characters, the film cap-
tures a genuine tenderness that
nicely complements its epic ode to
tolerance (even a creepy peeping tom
is embraced!). As in Hedwig,
Mitchell cuts best to music and the
film’s combination of real sex with the
bitchiest wit since Bette Davis will
surely give it a similar cult following. 

In juxtaposing the pure joy of
fucking with the heartbreak, mis-
communication, and isolation of
sexual relationships, Mitchell has
made a sweetly mature and enjoy-
able American film about sex that
deserves your hard-earned cash.

—CHARLIE BASS
Shortbus is currently playing at Sunshine
Cinema and Clearview Chelsea.

Justice, a documentary by film-
maker Maria Ramos, tells the
story of several young men

going through the Brazilian court
system. Petty criminals, or accused
of being such, they pass through a
system that is totally lacking in
humanity. The court’s bureau-
cracy is revealed in its processing
of the accused with the disinterest
and apathy that we might expect
at the DMV. Defendants are
pushed through the system regard-
less of their innocence or basic
human needs. 

Ramos allows the viewer to be
the proverbial fly on the wall as
defendants and their families go
through Brazil’s judicial system
from the courtroom to overcrowded
jail cells. Ramos refrains from using
narration and “talking heads,” pre-

ferring to let the images and sounds
captured by the cameras speak for
themselves. At no time does the
action appear unnatural, and the
subjects never acknowledge the
camera’s presence, even in the few
scenes where we look at the family
life of the public defender. This lack
of acknowledgement hastens the
question that all documentaries
inevitably face: How “real” is what’s
happening on the screen? 

Ramos’ unobtrusive style,
which has been praised by some,
often leaves issues unaddressed.
The film makes no attempt to
establish a sociopolitical context
for what we are seeing and is often
predictable in simply displaying
Brazil’s “third worldness” without
furthering the viewer’s under-
standing of the images it presents.
while the film tells the personal
story of the defendants effectively,
those looking for an in-depth analy-
sis of the Brazilian judicial system
will leave the theater unsatisfied.

—ANTONIO GOLÁN
Justice plays at The Film Forum Oct 18-24

Art is one of the few things of
marketable worth produced
by Western society since

Napoleon Bonaparte overturned the
French Revolution in the coup d’état
of 1799.

Disastrous events followed at
intervals – the Napoleonic era and
continental wars of the early 19th
century, the Metternich system,
the failure of the Revolutions of
1848, the Franco-Prussian War of
1870, the French Commune,
World Wars I and II, the termina-
tion of the Soviet Union, and the
present Middle East catastrophe.
As those events occurred, artists
throughout the 19th and 20th
centuries endeavored to counter
them with their works.

Generations of artists in France
presented a different vision of life
from industrialization, national
aggrandizement, accumulation of
wealth, colonization and war. One
manifestation of their efforts is now
on exhibit at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in a celebration of
Ambrose Vollard (1866-1939), the
Parisian art dealer, author and pub-
lisher of art books.

The exhibit is a triumph – it
glows with Vollard’s personality
(his “unique blend of ‘somno-
lence and evasion’ was the oppo-
site of the hard sell,” writes cura-
tor Ann Dumas) and with his
alertness to the great artists he
represented, from Cézanne to
Picasso, Van Gogh, Gauguin,
Renoir, Degas, Matisse, Bonnard,
Redon, Rouault and Maillol,
along with the numerous por-
traits the artists painted of him.

Other splendid examples of
their work on exhibit include a
Cézanne self-portrait of monu-
mental solidity; Van Gogh’s
Starry Night Over the Rhone, an
affecting complement to Starry
Night in the MoMA and Gauguin’s
masterpiece, Where Do We Come
From? What Are We? Where Are
We Going?

Also featured are two minutes
of rare film footage showing
Renoir and Vollard in conversa-
tion and Renoir painting.

—DONALD PANETH 
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Full 
Frontal
SHORTBUS
DIR. JOHN CAMERON MITCHELL

PROCESS MEDIA (2006)

NIXON’S NIXON
SCREENPLAY BY RUSSELL LEE

There’s
t h e
Richar

d Nixon of the
history books,

and then there’s
Nixon’s Nixon – a

powerful satire by
Russell Lees. Set on

Nixon’s last night in office,
the play follows a fic-
tional conversation
between Tricky

Dick and his sec-
retary of state, in
which the two
men plot to keep

the doomed pres-
ident in power. 

Nixon (played by
Gerry Bamman,
whose mannerisms

sometimes resemble
Jack Nicholson’s) is

desperate, uninhibited, and

sometimes hilarious. Stuffy, intellec-
tual and also desperate, Kissinger
(Steve Mellor) listens to his boss
spew expletives like “pig shit” and
“cock-suckers” without so much as a
smile. In one particularly amusing
scene, Kissinger impersonates Mao
Zedong so that the president can
reenact his pre-Watergate glory days.

For all its humor, the play is not
without an important political
message. Protesters stood outside
the theater, calling on passersby to
overthrow the current administra-
tion, and it’s easy to imagine
Kissinger replaced with
Condoleezza Rice and Nixon with
George W. – never mind that the
script was written in the late
nineties. When the fictional Nixon
plots to provoke a crisis along the
Chinese-Soviet border in order to
detract attention from Watergate,
one can’t help but think of the very
real mess in the Middle East. 

At Kissinger’s prodding, Nixon
abandons his dream of going down
in history as a hero and resigns,
convinced that his reputation is
beyond repair. “This cloud over
your head is more than a cloud,”
the secretary of state tells his boss,
as if referring to recent fiascos such
as Guantánamo or Katrina. 

The real-life Nixon called his res-
ignation in 1974 the start of a heal-
ing process “so desperately needed
in America.” A similar process is
needed today, though chances are
slim that Bush will follow in the
37th president’s footsteps – or Tony
Blair’s, for that matter. What
America needs is a Kissinger to con-
vince Bush to resign. 

—LIANA GREY

Nixon’s Nixon will play at the Lucille
Lortel Theatre through Oct. 28. For
more information see www.impactfesti-
val.org. 
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Justice
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JUSTICE
DIRECTED BY MARIA RAMOS

FIRST RUN/ICARUS FILMS

JUSTICE, DIRECTED BY MARIA RAMOS.
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Vollard’s
Triumph
CEZANNE TO PICASSO: 
AMBROSE VOLLARD, PATRON OF

THE AVANT-GARDE

AT THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM

OF ART THROUGH JAN. 7, 2007.

DUANE WADE

ONE LAST NIGHT WITH NIXON
T H E A T E R



When history looks back
on the Iraq War, the
greatest tragedy may be

the failure of Sunnis and Shia to
forge a national resistance against
the U.S. occupation. If the tacti-
cally adept Sunni Arab resistance,
based mainly in Baghdad and west-
ern Iraq, had been able to combine
forces with religious Shia groups in
the South that are anti-imperialist
but lack military training, then the
occupation might have become
untenable. 

The Achilles’ heel of the U.S. war
is its supply lines. Patrick Lang, a
military analyst, recently noted, “All
but a small amount of our soldiers’
supplies…  pass through the Shiite-
dominated south of Iraq.” The roads
have remained largely unmolested,
but a tenacious insurgency could
turn them into a “shooting gallery”
more than 400 miles long. 

This is not just an abstract fear.
Thomas Ricks writes in Fiasco: The
American Military Adventure in Iraq
that in April 2004 U.S. command-
ers were so worried about their sup-
ply lines that they ordered the
Green Zone to go on food rationing
and “thought they’d have to evacu-
ate Baghdad.”

While the U.S. military is bogged
down and bloodied, the resistance,
fragmented largely along religious
lines, has been unable to dislodge it
and has instead helped plunge Iraq
into a civil war. Internecine warfare
is a theme central to Nir Rosen’s In
the Belly of the Green Bird: The
Triumph of the Martyrs in Iraq.

Arriving days after the fall of

Baghdad, Rosen’s reporting from
the mosque, street and marketplace
illuminates the forces unleashed by
the toppling of Iraq’s regime. All
“that remained was the mosque. Old
authorities were destroyed and angry
young clerics replaced them, arro-
gating to themselves the power to
represent, to mobilize, to govern.”

While it was Sunni Arabs who
first picked up the gun, it was Shia
clerics who denounced the occupa-
tion most harshly and demanded an
Islamic state. It wasn’t just Moqtada
al-Sadr, the scion of the revered Sadr
family. Abdel Aziz al-Hakim, who
has been trying to form a breakaway
oil-rich region in the South that he
and his party would control, took an
oppositional stance at first: “There
are no more excuses for the U.S.
presence and it is not accepted by
the Iraqi people.”

Another, Sheikh Muhammad
a l -Yaqubi (later a self-anointed
Ayatollah), held a conference during
the first month of the occupation in
Najaf to found his Fudala party,  at
which he announced, “We are at war
with the West… represented by
American imperialism.”

As for Moqtada al-Sadr, Rosen
notes his fondness for street slang,
unusual for a Shia cleric, that was a
mark of his appeal, underestimated
by both the United States and Shia
establishment: “No other leader in
Iraq had such a personal relation-
ship with his followers.”

Sunni clergy, meanwhile, coun-
seled restraint at first. There is lit-
tle evidence to support the idea
that Hussein’s regime planned the

insurgency. During a six-week
period from April to May of 2003,
only five U.S. troops were killed
by hostile fire. The Pentagon itself
concluded in The Iraqi Perspectives
Report (2006, Naval Institute
Press) that “there were no national
plans to embark on a guerrilla war
in the event of military defeat.”

It was a heavy-handed occupa-
tion – house raids, mass arrests,
checkpoint killings – that sparked
the resistance. The fuel was throw-
ing hundreds of thousands of
bread-winners out of work by dis-
banding the army and issuing a
blanket de-Baathification. 

By the spring of 2004, Rosen
argues, Sunnis and Shia “hated each
other.” This is at odds with the stan-
dard history that the national resist-
ance peaked in April after the first
U.S. attack on Fallujah coincided
with the uprising of the Mahdi
Army. Rosen may be right that sec-
tarianism was growing, but his
analysis would have benefited from
specific evidence instead of generali-
ties like “Sunni and Shia newspapers
grew more brazen in their attacks on
each other,” and “Mosques were
attacked every night and clerics
killed, leading to retaliations against
the opposite sect.” Interestingly, his
initial reporting, which is more
extensive than the book and is avail-
able through the Asia Times website,
was more sanguine about Sunni-Shia
solidarity at the time.

Like Rosen, Thomas Ricks spec-
ulates on a potential civil war and
breakup. Curiously, Ricks ends his
book by imagining a “worst-case
scenario:” a new Saladin, someone
who unites not just Iraq but the
Arab world “combining popular
support with huge oil revenues”
and potentially nuclear weapons.

It’s a feverish fantasy that defies
the modern history of the Middle
East and points to the failings of a
book that is at times masterful.
Fiasco is an impressive tome, mar-
shalling reams of evidence and hun-
dreds of interviews with U.S. mili-
tary and political figures to describe
an ideological crusade that has
ended in disaster. But for all its rich
detail it repeatedly misses the
broader historical context and has
almost nothing to say about
regional politics, the reconstruction

disaster or the role of petro-politics
in the invasion and occupation.

Ricks’ work is full of gems, like the
fact that Rumsfeld, to prove his new
military doctrine that speed, informa-
tion and high-tech weapons could
largely replace ground forces, wanted
to launch the invasion with a minus-
cule 10,000 troops. What he doesn’t
discuss is that the desire to launch an
invasion-lite was probably linked to
Bush administration plans to keep the
juggernaut rolling into Syria and Iran.

At times his narrative takes ludi-
crous turns, setting up monumental
decisions as a clash between villains
and heroes. The first villain we meet
is Paul Wolfowitz. Ricks would have
us believe that an undersecretary
with a few allies on Cheney’s staff
was able to push the United States to
war with Iraq. (The hero in this case
is Gen. Anthony Zinni, who oversaw
a four-day bombing campaign of
Iraq in 1998.) 

Later in the book he suggests
that Ahmed Chalabi maneuvered
Paul Bremer into dissolving the
Iraqi army and de-Baathifying the
state. Ricks doesn’t consider that
there were a lot of other political
and economic interests eager to see
the old order swept out.

He is insightful with the details –
invaluable interpreters being used
“to buy chickens and soft drinks” for
troops or U.S. trainers so distrustful
of their Iraqi charges they carry
“loaded pistols at a graduation cere-
mony in case of a mutiny” – while
often missing the historical picture. 

He recognizes that Abu Ghraib
was symptomatic of a larger problem
with the whole U.S. prison system in
Iraq but falls back on platitudes that
the United States has a “proud her-
itage of treating its prisoners better
than most” – something patently
untrue about the U.S. treatment of
POWs during the Vietnam War.

Again and again he suggests the
biggest problem was a lack of U.S.
troops, and only occasionally
acknowledges that perhaps it was
their presence and actions that were
stoking the resistance. While Fiasco
has it flaws, like In the Belly of the
Green Bird it is a welcome contribu-
tion to the growing body of litera-
ture of a war that will reverberate for
decades to come.

—A.K. GUPTA
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